studies of the potato, and 9 years in the preparation of the material, presents the most comprehensive book that has been published on this subject.
He shows by the records of the ancient Peruvian pottery that the potato was cultivated as early as the second century A.D., and that it influenced considerably the art and the social and religious customs of the ancient civilizations of the Andean plateaus. H e discusses the potato in pre-Spanish Peru, and by documentary evidence shows that Costellanos was the first white inan to find and describe the potato and not Cieza de Leon who has for years been given the credit for the discovery. He disproves the Drake legend concerning the introduction of the potato into Ireland and presents evidence to show that Raleigh may have been at least indirectly responsible for this event.
T o the potato geneticist and others interested in botanical relationships, the author's discussion of the species and the place of origin of the first introductions into Europe is of great interest. It is indicated that the first varieties to reach the British Isles belonged to the Solanum andigenurn species and not to S. tuberosum, as has been commonly supposed, and that they originated in the Andean highlands and not in southern Chile or in Chiloe Island, as the Russians claimed. T h e characteristics of other species, early culture, preservation, and use are discussed in considerable detail.
T h e conhision and errors of early botanists, such as Gerard, are presented. T h e prejudices that attended the first introductions into European countries, originated by herbalists, medical men, and others, are described with documentary evidence to prove their existence. Many of these seem l'antastic, but no more absurd than some of the notions held at present. In spite of opposition and in response to a need the potato soon after its introduction assumed a place of importance in the economic and political life first in Ireland and later in England, Wales, and Scotland. maturity and eating quality, combined of appearance and high yields". Most of became infected with viruses, late bli thora infestam), or wart disease (Synchy oticurn). Early in the twentieth century ing entered a new phase. Empirical me longer adequate, and scientific methods in. T h e techniques and outstanding r scribed in the account given of the effo varieties immune from or resistant to wa and viruses. This chapter should be an in a guide to geneticists, pathologists, and regardless of the crop with which they
Of chief interest to students of po sociology, and economics are the 20 cha in detail the social, political, religious, conditions and changes, chiefly in the from the sixteenth to the twentieth indicated that the potato was both a b curse to Ireland; a blessing in that it peasants the most food for the least la the crops; a curse in that the employers take advantage of the situation by payin because the workers had another means Then, too, the potato soon became t among the peasants, and when crop failu they did in the blight years of 1845 to number of people died of starvation an were reduced to dire poverty. T h e auth the important part of the potato in these the impoverishing acts, the dispossession rents, and other harmful measures might about similar calamities even if the pot reached Ireland, especially if the peasant ent on any one single food crop. One-cr has always been a dangerous practice. T cause of its qualities of large production and excellent food value, may have cont land's woes; but that it should be blam is questionable.
A different picture is presented in the deal with England, Scotland, Wales, a these accounts it is clear that the po tributed much to the welfare and hap people, as it has in many of the othe the world.
T h e chapter on T h e Industrial Uses of W. G. Burton shows that a high prop
